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Abstract—Small wireless cells have the potential to overcome
bottlenecks in wireless access through the sharing of spectrum
resources. However, current backhaul networks statically allocate
resources, resulting in minuscule allocations when many small
cells are connected to cellular operators with given resources. We
introduce a novel access backhaul network architecture based on
a smart gateway (Sm-GW) between the small cell base stations,
e.g., long term evolution (LTE) enhanced Nodes B (eNBs), and
the conventional backhaul gateways, e.g., LTE servicing/packet
gateways (S/P-GWs). We specify the modest LTE protocol mod-
ifications that integrate the Sm-GW into the conventional LTE
network. The Sm-GW flexibly schedules uplink transmissions for
the eNBs. Our simulation evaluations indicate that the Sm-GW
scheduling can fairly allocate uplink transmission bitrates to the
eNBs and reduce packet delays. Based on software defined net-
working (SDN), we introduce a management mechanism that
allows multiple operators, i.e., multiple S/P-GWs, to flexibly
inter-operate via multiple Sm-GWs with a multitude of small
cells. An SDN orchestrator coordinates the adaptive allocation
of uplink transmission bitrates to Sm-GWs (which in turn allo-
cate the uplink transmission bitrates to eNBs based on their
demands). We formulate optimization problems for the operator
(S/P-GW) resource allocation to Sm-GWs without and with shar-
ing among operators. Our numerical evaluations indicate that the
flexible SDN orchestration substantially increases the network
throughput compared to the current static resource allocations.

Index Terms—Backhaul, multi-operator network management,
small cells, software defined networking (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation: Small Cells

RECENT wireless communications research has examined
the benefits of splitting the conventional cells in wire-

less cellular communications into small cells for supporting
the growing wireless network traffic. Small cells can coexist
with neighboring small cells while sharing the same spec-
trum resources, and are thus an important potential strategy
for accommodating wireless network traffic growth [1]. Small
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cells are also sometimes referred to as “femto” cells in the
context of the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Long Term Evolution (LTE) wireless standard; we use the
general terminology “small” cells throughout. However, small
cells pose new challenges, including interference coordina-
tion [2], backhaul complexity [3], [4], and increased network
infrastructure cost [5]. In this article we propose a solution
to reduce the infrastructure cost and complexity of backhaul
access networks supporting small cells.

Small cell networks are expected to be privatively
owned [6]. Therefore it is important to enable usage flexibility
and the freedom of investment in the new network enti-
ties (e.g., gateways and servers) and the network infrastruc-
tures (e.g., switches and optical fiber) by the private owners
of small cells. While a plethora of studies has examined
advanced enhanced Node B (eNB) resource management,
e.g., [7]–[9], the implications of small cell deployments for
backhaul gateways have largely remained unexplored [10].
Generally, backhaul access networks that interconnect small
cell deployments with LTE gateways can employ a wide vari-
ety of link layer (L2) technologies, including SONET/SDH,
native Ethernet, and Ethernet over MPLS [11]–[13]. In
order to accommodate these heterogeneous L2 technolo-
gies, cellular LTE network interfaces, such as S1 and X2
interfaces, are purposefully made independent of the L2 tech-
nology between small cell deployments and gateways. Due
to the independent nature of L2 technologies, a dedicated
link with prescribed QoS, which can support the funda-
mental operations of cellular protocols, must be established
for each interface connection [14]. Statistical multiplexing
is then limited by the aggregate of the prescribed QoS
requirements and only long-term re-configurations, e.g., in
response to deployment changes, can optimize the back-
haul transmissions [15]. Present wireless network deployments
based on the 3GPP LTE standard do not provide feedback
from the eNBs to a central decision entity, e.g., an SDN
orchestrator, which could flexibly allocate network resources
based on eNB traffic demands. Thus, present wireless back-
haul architectures are characterized by (i) essentially static
network resource allocations between eNBs and operator
gateways, e.g., LTE Servicing/Packet Gateways (S/P-GWs),
and (ii) lack of coordination between the eNBs and the
operator gateways in allocating these network resources,
resulting in under-utilization of the backhaul transmission
resources. Additionally, exhaustion of available ports at
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Fig. 1. The proposed smart gateway (Sm-GW) is inserted between the small
cell base stations (LTE eNBs and access points) and the conventional operator
core network entities, such as LTE Mobility Management Entity (MME) and
Servicing Gateway (S-GW). The Sm-GW flexibly aggregates the connections
to a multitude of small cell base stations and dynamically allocates the limited
uplink transmission bitrate to the different small cells.

the operator gateways can limit the eNB deployment in
practice.

The static resource allocations and lack of eNB-gateway
cooperation are highly problematic since the aggregate uplink
transmission bitrate of the small cells within a small
geographic area, e.g., in a building, is typically much higher
than the uplink transmission bitrate available from the cellular
operators. Thus, small cell deployments create a bottleneck
between the eNBs and the operator gateways. For instance,
consider the deployment of 100 small cells in a building,
whereby each small cell supports 1 Gbps uplink transmission
bitrate. Either each small cell can be allocated only one hun-
dredth of the operator bitrate for this building or the operator
would need to install 100 Gbps uplink transmission bitrate
for this single building, which would require cost-prohibitive
operator gateway installations for an organization with sev-
eral buildings in a small geographical area. However, the
uplink transmissions from the widespread data communication
applications consist typically of short high-bitrate bursts, e.g.,
100 Mbps bursts. If typically no more than ten small cells burst
simultaneously, then the eNBs can dynamically share a 1 Gbps
operator uplink transmission bitrate. An additional problem is
that with the typically limited port counts on operator gate-
ways, connections to many new small cells may require new
operator gateway installations. An intermediate Sm-GW can
aggregate the small cell connections and thus keep the required
port count at operator gateways low.

B. Overview of Network Management With
SDN-Based Sm-GW

We present a new backhaul network framework for support-
ing small cell deployments based on a new network entity,
the Smart GateWay (Sm-GW). Consider an exemplary small
cell deployment throughout multiple buildings of a university.
Each building has hundreds of small cells that are flexibly
connected to an Sm-GW, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Multiple Sm-
GWs are then connected to core networks, i.e., the S-GWs
and P-GWs, of multiple cellular operators via physical links

Fig. 2. The Smart Gateway (Sm-GW) architecture, see Section III, consists
of privately owned Sm-GWs that are inserted between the existing conven-
tional operator core (e.g., LTE S/P-GWs) and small cell eNB base stations.
Flexible Sm-GW scheduling (Section IV) assigns uplink transmission bitrates
on demand to the small cell base stations. The uplink transmission bitrates
from multiple operators are optimally assigned to the Sm-GWs by an SDN
orchestrator (Section V).

(e.g., optical or microwave links), as illustrated for a single
Sm-GW in Fig. 2. An SDN orchestrator owned by the univer-
sity manages the cellular infrastructure of the entire university.
The SDN orchestrator coordinates the resource allocations
from the operators to the Sm-GWs.

The main original contributions of this article are:
1) A novel comprehensive Smart Gateway (Sm-GW) archi-

tecture and protocol framework that accommodates a
flexible number of eNBs while reducing the require-
ments at the operator’s core, e.g., at LTE S-GW and
MME. The Sm-GW physically and logically aggregates
the eNB connections so that a set of eNBs appears
as a single virtual eNB to the operator gateways, see
Section III.

2) A Sm-GW scheduling framework to flexibly share the
limited uplink transmission bitrate among all the small
cell eNBs connected to an Sm-GW, see Section IV.

3) An adaptive SDN-based multi-operator management
framework that dynamically shares the uplink transmis-
sion bitrates of multiple operators among the Sm-GWs.
An SDN orchestrator dynamically coordinates the shar-
ing among the Sm-GWs, the transport network con-
necting the Sm-GWs to the operator gateways, and the
operator gateways, see Section V.

C. Related Work

Recently proposed SDN based backhaul architectures, such
as CROWD [16], [17], iJOIN [18], U-WN [19], Xhaul [20], the
multi-tiered SDN based backhaul architecture [21], and simi-
lar architectures [22]–[27], are revolutionary designs propos-
ing new cellular infrastructure installations. In contrast, our
proposed SDN-based Sm-GW enables the softwarization of
existing cellular infrastructures consisting of eNBs and con-
ventional operator gateways, such as the S/P-GW in LTE
core networks. The proposed Sm-GW is inserted in the
existing backhaul infrastructure to inter-network and co-
exist with the existing LTE network core entities, such as
the S/P-GW.

SDN based backhaul architectures with centralized
interference coordination have been proposed in [28]–[30].
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The SDN controller in these architectures maintains a global
database of spectrum resources and dynamically assigns the
resources to base stations so as to minimize the mutual
interference among base stations in dense deployments. We
note that wireless interference is a localized phenomenon.
Therefore, a base station is most affected by its neighbor-
ing base stations in dense deployments. The centralized
interference coordination techniques in [28]–[30] are com-
plementary to our proposed Sm-GW architecture in that
they can be implemented at the Sm-GW instead of the SDN
controller/orchestrator.

Schedulers at the eNB allow multiple user equipment (UE)
devices to share the wireless resources at the eNB. For
example, the LTE standard medium access control (MAC)
protocol [31] coordinates the scheduling of wireless resources
between an eNB and multiple UEs. Generally, most wireless
resource scheduling studies to date have focused on the sharing
of the wireless resources at a given single eNB. For instance,
quality of service (QoS) aware uplink scheduling and resource
allocation at a given single small cell eNB in an LTE network
have been examined in [32]. In contrast, we propose a novel
scheduling framework at the Sm-GW based on uplink trans-
mission bitrate requests from multiple eNBs, i.e., we propose
the sharing of the backhaul network resources among multiple
eNBs.

A similar sharing of network resources among small cell
base stations has been studied in [33]. Specifically, the
H-infinity scheduler for limited capacity backhaul links [33]
schedules the traffic in the downlink. The centralized
H-infinity scheduler focused on buffer size requirements at
the base stations in the small cell networks. In contrast, we
focus on the uplink traffic from the eNBs to the Sm-GW.
To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first net-
work protocol framework for the uplink transmissions from
multiple eNBs to the operator gateways in the context of
LTE small cells. We note that our Sm-GW framework is
complementary to several recently studied resource alloca-
tion mechanisms in cellular networks. For instance, D2D
resource allocation through traffic offloading to small cell
networks has been studied in [34]; this D2D approach can
be readily supported by our proposed Sm-GW. Coordinated
scheduling in the context of small cells with dynamic cell mut-
ing to mitigate the interference has been discussed in [35].
The cell muting technique can be further extended based
on our approach of traffic scheduling to eNBs. A flexible
wireless resource allocation mechanism based on the SDN
programmability of traffic flows from a single UE device
to multiple base stations in dense small cell networks has
been examined in [36]. The offloading of UE traffic for effi-
cient traffic management in small cell networks has been
examined in [37]. In contrast, we propose an SDN-based
multi-operator resource allocation mechanism that allocates
limited backhaul link capacities to multiple Sm-GWs (which
in turn can flexibly allocate the capacities to multiple eNBs).
The UE to eNB communication approach from [36] and UE
traffic offloading [37] are thus complementary to our eNB
to Sm-GW and Sm-GW to S/P GW network management
approaches.

Fig. 3. HeNB architectural models in 3GPP LTE.

II. BACKGROUND: CONVENTIONAL LTE
SMALL CELL BACKHAUL

In this section we describe the conventional architectural
model for Home-eNodeB (HeNB) access networks [38] and
the network sharing mechanism in 3GPP LTE. HeNBs are
the small cell base stations of the LTE standard. We use the
general terminology “eNB” to denote all types of small cell
base stations.

A. HeNB Architectural Models in 3GPP LTE

In Figure 3 we show the 3GPP HeNB architectural models:
1) with dedicated HeNB-GateWay (HeNB-GW), 2) without
HeNB-GW, and 3) with HeNB-GW for the control plane.

1) With Dedicated HeNB-GW: With a dedicated
HeNB-GW, communication between the HeNB and the
HeNB-GW is secured by a mandatory security gateway
(Se-GW) network function. The HeNB-GW aggregates the
control plane connections (S1-MME) and user plane con-
nections (S1-U) of all HeNBs connected to the HeNB-GW
to a single control and user plane connection. The HeNB
gateway appears as a single eNB to the outside entities, such
as S-GW and MME. In a similar way, the HeNB-GW appears
as both an S-GW and an MME to the eNBs connected to the
HeNB-GW. The numbers of ports required at the MME and
S-GW are reduced through the aggregation at the HeNB-GW.
Our proposed Sm-GW architecture is similar to the dedicated
HeNB-GW architecture, in that the Sm-GW aggregates the
eNBs connections both physically and logically. In addition,
our Sm-GW flexibly allocates uplink transmission bitrates to
small cell eNBs (see Section IV) and allows for the adaptive
allocation of operator uplink transmission bitrates to the
Sm-GW by the SDN orchestrator (see Section V).

2) Without HeNB-GW: Deployments of HeNBs without the
HeNB-GWs increase the requirements on the S-GW and MME
to support large numbers of connections. Large deployments of
small cells without gateway aggregation at the HeNBs would
greatly increase the total network infrastructure cost.

3) With HeNB-GW for the Control Plane: HeNB control
plane connections are terminated at the HeNB-GW and a sin-
gle control plane connection is established from the HeNB
gateway to the MME. Although the number of connections
required at the MME is reduced due to the control plane
aggregation at the HeNB-GW, data plane connections are still
terminated directly at the S-GW, increasing requirements at
the S-GW. The Se-GW typically secures the communication
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Fig. 4. Illustration of proposed protocol mechanisms at eNB, Sm-GW, and S-GW. At the eNB, the eNB-to-Sm-GW reporting protocol formulates the uplink
transmission bitrate requests based on the UE traffic requirements (obtained through interactions with the wireless resource scheduler). At the Sm-GW, an eNB
coordination protocol collects the requests and the scheduler dynamically assigns uplink transmission bitrates to the eNBs.

to and from the HeNB. In contrast, our proposed Sm-GW
terminates all the control and data connections from HeNBs.

B. 3GPP Network Sharing

Network sharing was introduced by 3GPP in Technical
Specification TS 23.951 [39] with the main motivation to
share expensive radio spectrum resources among multiple
operators. For instance, an operator without available spec-
trum in a particular geographic area can offer cellular services
in the area through sharing the spectrum of another oper-
ator. In addition to spectrum sharing, 3GPP specifies core
network sharing among multiple operators through a gateway
core network (GWCN) configuration [39]. GWCN configu-
rations are statically pre-configured at deployment for fixed
pre-planned core network sharing. Thus, GWCN sharing can
achieve only limited statistical multiplexing gain as the shar-
ing is based on the pre-configured QoS requirements of the
eNB interface connections and not on the varying eNB traffic
demands. Also, the GWCN configuration lacks a central entity
for optimization of the resource allocations with global knowl-
edge of the eNB traffic demands. In contrast, our Sm-GW
framework includes a central SDN orchestrator for optimized
allocations of backhaul transmission resources according to
the varying eNB traffic demands (see Section V).

III. PROPOSED SMART GATEWAY (SM-GW)

In this section we introduce the proposed Smart
Gateway (Sm-GW) network architecture for existing LTE
deployments. We describe the fundamental protocol mecha-
nisms and interfaces that integrate the proposed Sm-GW into
the conventional LTE protocols.

A. LTE Protocol Modifications

Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed protocol mechanisms between
a set of Ns eNBs and a given Sm-GW s.

1) eNB: At the eNB, we newly introduce the eNB-to-Sm-
GW reporting protocol, which operates on top of the GPRS
tunneling protocol (GTP) [40] and stream control transmis-
sion protocol (SCTP). The reporting protocol (i) evaluates
the required uplink transmission bitrate, and (ii) sends the

bitrate request messages to the Sm-GW. The reporting proto-
col formulates the operator specific uplink transmission bitrate
requests based on the requests of the UEs that are connected
via the eNB to multiple operators o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O.

The eNB wireless resource scheduler is responsible for the
sharing of wireless resources between the eNB and the UEs.
The eNB wireless resource scheduler ensures that only the
resources available at the eNB are granted to the UEs. UEs
periodically send buffer status reports (BSRs) to the eNB
which they are connected to. Therefore, the eNB-to-Sm-GW
reporting protocol can estimate the UE traffic requirements by
interacting with the wireless resource scheduler.

2) Smart Gateway (Sm-GW): The protocol stack at the Sm-
GW is similar to the HeNB-GW protocol stack. However, in
the Sm-GW, an additional eNB coordination protocol, a sched-
uler for the dynamic resource allocation, and SDN capabilities
are introduced.

The eNB coordination protocol collects request messages
from eNBs. The eNB uplink transmission grants are sized
based on the eNB requests and the available Sm-GW resources
according to the Sm-GW scheduling described in Section IV.
The eNB coordination protocol sends grant messages to all
eNBs within a reasonable processing delay.

S1 based handovers for the downlink transmissions are
typically anchored at the S-GW. (For the uplink transmis-
sions, an anchoring, or buffering of packets, at a network
entity, e.g., eNBs or S-GW, is not required.) We emphasize
that the Sm-GW will be transparent to all the downlink pack-
ets from the S-GW and hence not be limited by the network
protocol scheduler. This ensures that the S1 based handover
mechanisms at the S-GW and eNBs continue to function
normally.

3) SDN Operations of Sm-GW:
a) SDN infrastructure: The Sm-GW SDN capabilities

can be provided by an OpenFlow (OF) agent and/or a con-
figuration manager at each Sm-GW, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
OpenFlow is a popular protocol for the southbound interface
(SBI) and can be employed on the SBI between the Sm-
GW SDN controller and Sm-GW. The OpenFlow agent sup-
ports OpenFlow SDN functionalities at the Sm-GW, making
the Sm-GW configurable through the OpenFlow protocol.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of Sm-GW embedding in the SDN ecosystem: A set of
Sm-GWs is controlled by an Sm-GW SDN controller. An SDN orchestrator
coordinates the resource allocations and network management across the SDN
controllers for the Sm-GWs, the transport network between Sm-GWs and
operator gateways, and the operator core networks.

The Sm-GW configuration manager can be controlled by
the Sm-GW SDN controller, e.g., through the NETCONF
(or OpenFlow) SBI, to dynamically reconfigure the Sm-GW.

The Sm-GW SDN controller configures the Sm-GWs to
enable the internal LTE X2 tunnel interfaces among all con-
nected small cell eNBs, as elaborated in Section III-A4. Also,
the Sm-GW SDN controller manages the external LTE X2 and
S1 interfaces at the Sm-GW through tunnel establishments
to the external LTE network core entities, i.e., MMEs and
S/P-GWs.

Whereas the conventional LTE transport network between
the eNBs and S/P-GWs is configured with static MPLS/IP
paths [14], the flexible Sm-GW operation requires a flexible
transport network, that is controlled by a transport SDN con-
troller, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The flexible transport network
can, for instance, be implemented through a Software Defined
Elastic Optical Network (SD-EON) [41], [42].

b) Sm-GW virtualization: The SM-GW can support a
variety of virtualization strategies, e.g., to provide indepen-
dent virtual networks for different operators. One example
virtualization strategy could let the Sm-GWs abstract the
connected eNBs. Sm-GWs could then be abstracted by a
hypervisor [43]–[46] that intercepts the SBI, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Based on the operator configurations that are sent
via the SDN orchestrator to the Sm-GW SDN controller,
resources at the Sm-GWs and the small cell eNBs (which are
privately owned by an organization [6]) can be sliced to form
operator-specific virtual networks of Sm-GWs and eNBs. The
configuration manger at each Sm-GW can allocate resources
to each of these virtual networks.

From the operator perspective, the Sm-GW virtualization
essentially allows multiple operators to share the physical
small cell infrastructure of Sm-GWs and eNBs. Thus, simul-
taneous services can be enabled to large UE populations
that belong to multiple operators, i.e., that have contracts
with multiple operators, while using the same physical small
cell infrastructure. Existing conventional cellular deployment
structures do not support the infrastructure sharing among
multiple operators.

c) SDN orchestration: The SDN orchestrator coordinates
the network management across multiple domains of Sm-GWs
(whereby each Sm-GW domain is controlled by its own
Sm-GW SDN controller), transport networks, and core net-
works. The SDN orchestrator implements the multi-operator

management introduced in Section V and configures the Sm-
GWs and transport networks based on global multi-operator
network optimizations. For example, the SDN orchestrator
communicates with the path computation element (PCE) SDN
application on the transport SDN controller. The PCE dynam-
ically evaluates the label switched paths, such as MPLS/IP
paths, so as to flexibly enable and reconfigure the transport
network [41], [42].

4) LTE X2 Interfaces of eNBs With Sm-GW: X2 interfaces
enable critical functionalities in LTE small cells, such as
X2-based handover as well as interference coordination and
mitigation. Typically, each eNB connected to a given Sm-GW
pertaining to an operator shares the same MME; thus, each
eNB needs an X2 interface to all other eNBs within the same
MME coverage area, the so-called tracking area. Hence, eNBs
connected to an Sm-GW must be interconnected with X2
interfaces.

a) To external macro-eNBs: X2 traffic flows destined to
eNBs located outside the scope of an Sm-GW (typically to
a macro-eNB) are not limited by the scheduler at the Sm-
GW. X2 packets flow out of the Sm-GW into the backhaul
(i.e., to an S-GW) as they originate at the eNBs. The Sm-GW
appears as an external router (or gateway) to the X2 external
interfaces.

b) To internal small-eNBs: The Sm-GW appears as a
simple bridge or a router to the internal X2 interfaces, rout-
ing the internal X2 packets within. Therefore, the scheduler
at the Sm-GW does not limit any X2 packets. For small cell
deployments, an eNB can have multiple neighboring eNBs in
the tracking area; these neighboring eNBs need to be intercon-
nected with each other with X2 connections. On the order of
O(N(N−1)) dedicated links would be required to interconnect
the X2 interfaces of N eNBs in the tracking area in a full mesh
topology. In contrast, a star topology with the Sm-GW at the
center requires only O(N) connections to connect each eNB
to the Sm-GW. In summary, in our Sm-GW architecture, the
Sm-GW manages the X2 interfaces of all the internal small
cell eNBs, thus eliminating the distributed management of X2
interfaces at each eNB.

5) Authentication of Sm-GW With EPC Core: Typically
HeNBs use IPSec tunneling for their security and encryp-
tion, which creates overhead. If Sm-GWs are authenticated,
the HeNBs would no longer need IPsec tunneling. Specifically,
upon boot-up, the Sm-GW is authenticated with an LTE
Evolved Packet Core (EPC) so as to eliminate the need for
a network security-gateway (Se-GW) function or IPsec tun-
neling between the eNBs and the P-GWs. Critical cellular
network functions, such as security, authentication, and relia-
bility, require additional effort to be enabled in WiFi networks.
WiFi Passpoint [47] (Hotspot 2.0) aims at providing an expe-
rience similar to cellular connectivity in WiFi networks by
providing the cellular authentication mechanisms. With the
authentication of Sm-GWs, the simplicity of WiFi networks
can be achieved by the small cell cellular networks.

B. Downlink vs. Uplink Communication

1) Downlink Packets at the Sm-GW: Traffic flows in the
conventional downlink path from an S/P-GW to an eNB are
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATION OF SM-GW NETWORK MANAGEMENT

typically sent at rates that do not exceed the wireless trans-
mission rates from the eNB to the UE devices. Thus, as long
as the link rates from the S/P-GW to the inserted Sm-GW and
from the Sm-GW to the eNB are at least as high as the conven-
tional S/P-GW to eNB links, the Sm-GW can be transparent
to the downlink packets from the S/P-GW.

2) Uplink Packets at Sm-GW: In contrast to the down-
link data traffic, the uplink data traffic from the eNBs to
an Sm-GW needs to be regulated as the traffic flows from
all the eNBs terminating at the Sm-GW can overwhelm the
outgoing link towards the operator S-GW. Enforcing QoS
strategies and fairness among eNBs requires scheduling of the
uplink packet traffic arriving from the eNBs at an Sm-GW.
Therefore, our focus is on frameworks for the uplink trans-
mission scheduling of the communication (i) from eNBs to
an Sm-GW (Section IV), and (ii) from Sm-GWs to S-GWs
(Section V).

IV. PROPOSED SM-GW SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK

A. Purpose

The main purpose of the Sm-GW scheduling framework
is to maximize the utilization of the network resources, and
to ensure fair uplink transmission service for all eNBs con-
nected to an Sm-GW. Without scheduling, highly loaded eNBs
can impair the service for lightly loaded eNBs connected to
the same Sm-GW. When many eNBs are flexibly connected
to an Sm-GW, traffic bursts from heavily loaded eNBs can
overwhelm the queue of an Sm-GW, resulting in excessive
packet drops and high delays, even for lightly loaded eNBs.
On the other hand, with scheduling, a large number of eNBs
can be flexibly connected to the Sm-GW while ensuring pre-
scribed QoS and fairness levels. Each eNB can possibly have
a different service level agreement. The Sm-GW allows for
the flexible deployment of a wide variety of scheduling algo-
rithms. We outline two classes of Sm-GW scheduling algo-
rithms, and illustrate an elementary algorithm for each class.
Table I summarizes the main Sm-GW framework notations.

B. Configuration Adaptive Scheduling

Configuration adaptive scheduling adapts the scheduling,
i.e., the allocation of uplink transmission bitrates, according
to the number of eNBs connected to a given Sm-GW. The
Sm-GW tracks the number of connected eNBs and sends a
configuration message to all eNBs in the event of a change
in connectivity at the Sm-GW, i.e., addition of new eNB or
disconnection of existing eNB. More specifically, consider Ns

eNBs at a given Sm-GW s that has been allocated the uplink
transmission bitrate Gso [bit/s] toward a given operator o
(through the coordination techniques in Section V).

An elementary equal share scheduling shares the available
uplink transmission bitrate at the Sm-GW toward a given oper-
ator o equally among all eNBs connected to the Sm-GW.
Each eNB n, n = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, can then transmit at most
�so = GsoW/Ns [Byte] of traffic during a cycle of duration
W [seconds]. The traffic amount limit �so and cycle duration
W are sent to the eNBs as a part of the initial configuration
message. Each eNB schedules the uplink transmissions such
that no more than �so [Byte] of traffic are send in a cycle of
duration W [seconds].

The simple equal share scheduler can flexibly accommodate
large numbers Ns of eNBs. However, the equal bandwidth
assignments by the elementary equal share scheduler to the
eNBs under-utilize the network resources when some eNBs
have very little traffic while other eNBs have high traffic loads.

C. Traffic Adaptive Scheduling

With traffic adaptive scheduling, the Sm-GW collects uplink
transmission requests from the eNBs. The Sm-GW then adap-
tively allocates portions of the uplink transmission bitrate Gso

to the individual eNBs according to their requests. Traffic
adaptive scheduling operates with a request-allocate-transmit
cycle of duration W [seconds] illustrated in Fig. 6. At the start
of the cycle, each eNB n, n = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, sends an uplink
transmission bitrate request to Sm-GW s. We let ρson denote
the amount of traffic [in Byte] that eNB n wants to transmit to
operator o over the next cycle of duration W. Once all requests
have been received, i.e., following the principles of the offline
scheduling framework [48], portions of Gso can be allocated
to the eNBs according to some scheduling policy.

An elementary excess share scheduling policy [49] allo-
cates the eNB grants as follows. Lightly loaded eNBs with
ρson < �so are granted their full request, i.e., receive the grant
size γson = ρson, while their unused (excess) portion of the
equal share allocation is accumulated in an excess pool:

ξ =
∑

∀ρson≤�so

�so − ρson. (1)

Following the principles of controlled equitable excess alloca-
tion [49], highly loaded eNBs are allocated an equal share of
the excess up to their request. That is, with |H | highly loaded
eNBs, the grants are

γson = min

(
ρson, �so + ξ

|H |
)

. (2)
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Fig. 6. Illustration of traffic adaptive Smart Gateway (Sm-GW) scheduling:
(a) Sm-GW s receives uplink transmission bitrate allocation Gso from oper-
ator o. Based on uplink transmission bitrate requests from individual eNBs
n, n = 1, . . . , Ns, Sm-GW s sends uplink transmission grants to the eNBs.
(b) The eNB requests and Sm-GW grants are followed by the eNB uplink
data transmissions (in parallel) in a fixed-period cycle.

D. Scheduling Fairness

Within the context of our proposed Sm-GW scheduling
framework, fairness is the measure of network accessibility
of all Ns eNBs connected to an Sm-GW s based on indi-
vidual eNB uplink throughput level requirements. We denote
Tson for the long-run average throughput level [bit/s] of uplink
traffic generated at eNB n, n = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, at Sm-GW s
for operator o. The throughput level Tson can for instance be
obtained through smoothing of the requests ρson over succes-
sive cycles w. In order to avoid clutter, we omit the subscripts
s and o in the remainder of this fairness evaluation. We define
the following fair target throughput levels �n [bit/s]: Lightly
loaded eNBs l ∈ L with throughput levels Tl < �/W, should
be able to transmit their full traffic load, i.e., �l = Tl. Next,
consider highly loaded eNBs h ∈ H with throughput levels
Th > �/W. If the total throughput requirement of all eNBs∑

l∈L Tl +∑
h∈H Th is less than or equal to the uplink trans-

mission bitrate G, then the highly loaded eNBs should be able
to transmit their full traffic load, i.e., �h = Th. On the other
hand, if the total traffic load exceeds the uplink transmission
bitrate, i.e., if

∑
l∈L Tl+∑h∈H Th > G, then the highly loaded

eNBs should be able to transmit traffic up to an equitable share
of the uplink transmission bitrate not used by the lightly loaded
eNBs. Thus, overall: �h = min{Th, (G −∑

l∈L Tl)/|H |}. We
define the normalized distance En of the actually achieved
(observed) throughput τn and the target throughput �n, i.e.,
En = τn − �n.

Based on the preceding target throughput definitions, we
obtain the normalized distance throughput fairness index [50]

FT =
√∑N

n=1 E2
n√∑N

n=1 �2
n

, (3)

whereby FT close to zero indicates fair Sm-GW scheduling.

E. Sm-GW Scheduling Overhead

In configuration adaptive Sm-GW scheduling, a reconfigu-
ration event, i.e., an eNB connect or disconnect event, triggers
the re-evaluation of the grant size limit �so, see Section IV-B.
The new �so value is sent to all eNBs. Since reconfigura-
tion events occur typically only rarely, e.g., on the time scale
of minutes or hours, the overhead for configuration adaptive
scheduling is negligible.

Traffic adaptive Sm-GW scheduling requires each eNB n
to send a request every cycle of duration W seconds. Upon
reception of the requests from all Ns eNBs, the Sm-GW evalu-
ates and sends the grants to the respective eNBs, as illustrated
in Fig. 6(a). The requests and grants can typically be sent
simultaneously, i.e., in parallel, over the individual eNB-to-
Sm-GW links. Thus, within a cycle duration W, the overhead
amounts to the transmission delays of the request and grant
messages, the maximum round-trip propagation delay between
eNBs and Sm-GW, and the schedule processing delay at the
Sm-GW. For typical parameter settings, such as 70 Byte mes-
sages transmitted at 1 Gbps, up to 500 m eNB-to-Sm-GW
propagation distance, W = 1 ms cycle duration, and schedule
processing delay on the order of microseconds, the overhead
is less than half a percent.

F. Evaluation of Sm-GW Scheduling

1) Simulation Setup: We evaluate the performance of Sm-
GW scheduling with the discrete event simulator OMNET++.
We consider a given Sm-GW s with an uplink transmission
bitrate to a given operator o of Gso = 1 Gbps. We omit
the subscripts s and o in the remainder of this evaluation
section to avoid notational clutter. The LTE access network
typically requires the packet delay to be less than 50 ms [51].
Therefore, we set the Sm-GW queue size to 20 MBytes, which
is equivalent to a maximum queuing delay of 20 ms over the
G = 1 Gbps link. Without any specific scheduling, the Sm-GW
operates in first-come-first-served mode with taildrop.

We simulate the typical bursty eNB traffic generation pat-
tern, with two eNB traffic rate states: low and heavy. The
sojourn time in a given traffic rate state is randomly drawn
from a uniform distribution over 1 ms to 4 ms. At the end
of the sojourn time, a switch to another state occurs with a
probability of 70 % in the low traffic state and 30 % in the
heavy traffic state. The traffic bitrate ratio between the heavy
and low traffic states is 4:1. Within a given traffic rate state,
data packets are randomly generated according to independent
Poisson processes.

We consider |L| = 10 lightly loaded eNBs and |H | = 10
highly loaded eNBs connected to the considered Sm-GW. Each
eNB, irrespective of whether it is lightly or highly loaded,
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for Sm-GW scheduling: Actual (observed) long-run average throughput levels τ of lightly and highly loaded eNBs, packet delay
of lightly loaded eNBs, and fairness index FT as a function of long-run eNB traffic load (requirement). Fixed parameters: G = 1 Gbps Sm-GW uplink
transmission bitrate, |L| = 10 lightly loaded and |H | = 10 highly loaded eNBs.

generates traffic according to the two traffic rate state (low
and heavy) model. The low and heavy traffic rates are set such
that the long-run average generated traffic rate corresponds to
a prescribed required throughput (load) level TL < G/N =
50 Mbps for a lightly loaded eNB and a prescribed required
throughput (load) level TH > G/N for a highly loaded eNB.
For all simulations, the 95 % confidence intervals are less than
5 % of the corresponding sample mean.

2) Simulation Results:
a) Without Sm-GW scheduling: In Fig. 7, we show

representative evaluation results comparing configuration
adaptive equal-share Sm-GW scheduling and traffic adaptive
excess-share Sm-GW scheduling with the conventional back-
haul without Sm-GW scheduling. Figs. 7(a) and (b) show the
actual (achieved, observed) throughput τ of lightly loaded and
highly loaded eNBs, respectively, as a function of the gener-
ated lightly loaded (TL) and highly loaded (TH) throughput
levels. We observe from Figs. 7(a) that without schedul-
ing, the lightly loaded eNB suffer reductions in the achieved
throughput, that are especially pronounced (over 30 %) for
the high TH = 200 Mbps load of the highly loaded eNBs.
At the same time, we observe from Figure 7(b) that without

scheduling, the highly loaded eNBs achieve more than their
fair throughput share. For instance, for the highly loaded
eNB throughput requirement (load) TH = 140 Mbps, and
TL = 30 Mbps, the observed throughout of the highly loaded
eNBs is τH = 76 Mbps, which is significantly higher than
the fair share of (G −|L|TL)/|H | = 70 Mbps. The unfairness
arising without scheduling is further illustrated in Fig. 7(c),
where we observe a sharp delay increase at TL = 20 Mbps,
when the total traffic load |L|TL + |H |TH approaches the
uplink transmission bitrate G. Moreover, from Fig. 7(d), we
observe an increasing fairness index FT as the lightly loaded
eNBs generate more traffic, i.e., as TL increases. That is, as
the lightly loaded eNBs try to transmit more traffic, their
achieved throughput falls more and more below their fair share
[see growing divergence between the no scheduling curves
and straight lines for scheduling in Fig. 7(a)], leading to
increasingly unfair treatment of the lightly loaded eNBs.

b) Equal-share Sm-GW scheduling: We observe from
Fig. 7(a) and (c) that lightly loaded eNBs benefit from equal-
share scheduling in that they get the full share of their fair
target throughput and experience low delay. However, we
observe from Fig. 7(b) that highly loaded eNBs achieve only
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a throughput of G/(|L| + |H |) = 50 Mbps as equal-share
Sm-GW scheduling assigns a configuration adaptive alloca-
tion of equal shares of the limited uplink transmission bitrate
G to all eNBs irrespective of their traffic generation rates.
Correspondingly, we observe from Fig. 7(d), a high fairness
index FT for low traffic loads of the lightly loaded eNBs, as
the highly loaded eNBs receive only unfairly small shares of
the uplink transmission bitrate G.

c) Excess-share Sm-GW scheduling: We observe from
Fig. 7(a) and (b) that with excess-share Sm-GW schedul-
ing, both lightly loaded eNBs and highly loaded eNBs
achieve their fair target throughput. We further observe from
Figs. 7(c) and (d) that excess-share Sm-GW scheduling gives
also favorable delay and fairness index performance.

d) Summary: We conclude that scheduling of the
Sm-GW uplink transmission bitrate G is necessary to prevent
backhaul bandwidth starvation of lightly loaded eNBs due to
the overwhelming traffic rates of highly loaded eNBs. On the
other hand, simple configuration adaptive allocation of equal
uplink transmission bitrate shares to each eNB wastes band-
width. Flexible traffic adaptive scheduling according to the
traffic loads of the eNBs, e.g., through excess-share schedul-
ing, can ensure fairness while efficiently utilizing the uplink
transmission bitrate.

V. SDN BASED MULTI-OPERATOR MANAGEMENT

A. Overview

In this section we introduce a novel SDN based net-
work management framework for flexible sharing of the
backhaul resources of multiple operators. In particular, the
framework introduced in Sections V-B–V-E allows a set of
Sm-GWs to flexibly share the uplink transmission bitrate of a
given single operator. The inter-operator sharing introduced
in Section V-F allows the Sm-GWs to flexibly share the
uplink transmission bitrates of multiple operators. Our pro-
posed multi-operator management framework accommodates
dynamic changes of the traffic requirements of the small cells,
such as changes of the generated uplink traffic bitrates, as well
as dynamic changes of the operator characteristics, such as
changes of the available uplink traffic bitrates. In the proposed
multi-operator management framework, an SDN orchestrator
dynamically configures the Sm-GWs and the transport network
connecting the Sm-GWs to the operator gateways to flexibly
adapt to changes in small cell traffic loads and the operator
characteristics.

B. Request and Allocation Procedures

In a small cell deployment environment, such as a large
organization, multiple Sm-GWs can serve multiple buildings.
For example, in a university setting, a library can be equipped
with an Sm-GW and the administration building can be
equipped with another Sm-GW. The throughput requirements
and priorities of these buildings typically vary widely over
time. For instance, the administration building experiences a
large visitor influx during graduation and student admission
periods, while many students visit the library during exam
week. Moreover, services from multiple operators may need

to be shared among the buildings in a given organization, i.e.,
among multiple Sm-GWs. Hence, there is a need for highly
flexible traffic management within the large organization based
on time-varying priorities and throughput requirements.

Suppose, the Sm-GWs s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, and operators o,
o = 1, 2, . . . , O, are interconnected in a full mesh transport
network, as illustrated in Fig. 8. As described in Section IV-C,
with traffic adaptive Sm-GW scheduling, each eNB n sends
its operator o specific uplink transmission bitrate request to
Sm-GW s in every cycle. The requested uplink transmission
data amounts ρson will typically vary over time scales that are
long enough to reasonably permit adaptations of the Sm-GW
configurations. For instance, the requests will typically change
on the time scales of several seconds or minutes, or possibly
even longer, such as the seasonal variations in the visitor vol-
ume to university buildings. In order to obtain the variational
characteristics of the eNB requirements, the operator specific
requests at the Sm-GWs can be aggregated over the eNBs
and appropriately smoothed, i.e., averaged over time, to obtain
an aggregate smoothed uplink transmission bitrate request Rso

[bit/s] from Sm-GW s to operator o.
Ideally, the backhaul network should adapt to varying

requirements at the Sm-GWs to maximize the network uti-
lization. We exploit the centralized control property of SDN
to adaptively configure the network for variable requirements.
More specifically, the SDN orchestrator in Fig. 8 optimizes
the allocations Gso of operator o uplink transmission bitrate
[bit/s] to the individual Sm-GWs s. The SDN orchestrator thus
ensures that the grants to the eNBs are globally maximized
(subject to the operators’ constraints and requirements). When
the optimized allocations Gso are used at the Sm-GW sched-
ulers (Section IV), the maximum allowed traffic flow is sent
from the Sm-GWs to each operator core.

C. Optimization Decision Variables and Constraints for
Multi-Operator Management With Sm-GWs

In this section, we define a general optimization model for
the multi-operator management framework. Specifically, we
define the constraints and decision variables for optimizing
the multi-operator management. The defined decision variables
and constraints are employed for the operation of the SDN
orchestrator, as detailed in Section V-D. The SDN orches-
trator can employ arbitrary objective functions and constraint
allocation strategies for the optimization, as illustrated for an
elementary example in Section V-E.

1) Constraints: Requests for the uplink transmission of
ρson [bits] from eNBs n, n = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, arrive at Sm-GW
s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, every cycle of duration W seconds,
i.e., on the order of milliseconds, requesting uplink trans-
mission bitrates from operator o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O. The
Sm-GW aggregates the requests over the eNBs n and smoothes
the aggregated requests to obtain the smoothed aggregated
requests Rso. Denoting w for the cycle index, an elementary
weighted sampling smoothing computes

Rso(w) = α

(
1

Ns

Ns∑

n=1

ρson(w)

W

)
+ (1 − α) Rso(w − 1), (4)
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Fig. 8. Illustration of SDN based multiple-operator management serving multiple Smart Gateways (Sm-GWs): Two operators o = 1 and o = 2 with uplink
transmission bitrate constraints K1 and K2 provide services through two Sm-GWs s = 1 and s = 2 to a small cell eNB infrastructure. Uplink transmission
requests ρson from individual eNBs n are aggregated and averaged over time to obtain Sm-GW s uplink transmission bitrate requests Rso for each operator o.
The SDN orchestrator optimizes the grants Gso of the limited operator uplink transmission bitrates Ko to the individual Sm-GWs s. The Sm-GW s in turn
uses the granted uplink transmission bit rates Gso for the scheduling of the individual eNB uplink transmissions (see Section IV). The SDN orchestration
maximizes the Sm-GW s to operator o traffic flow rates Xso.

where α denotes the weight for the most recent request sam-
ple. A wide variety of other smoothing mechanism can be
employed and optimized according to the specific deployment
settings. The smoothed requests Rso are periodically (with a
period typically much longer than the eNB reporting window)
sent to the SDN orchestrator. In particular, each Sm-GW s,
sends a vector of smoothed requests

−→
Rs = [Rs1 Rs2 · · · RsO]

containing the aggregated and smoothed requests for each
operator o to the SDN orchestrator. The SDN orchestrator
combines the request vectors

−→
Rs to form the request matrix

R = [Rso], s = 1, 2, . . . , S; o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (5)

Each operator o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O, can enforce a set of
constraints Koc, c = 1, 2, . . . , C, represented by a constraint
vector

−→
Ko = [Ko1 Ko2 · · · KoC] that is sent to the SDN

orchestrator. Each constraint c may be associated with a par-
ticular specification from operator o, e.g., for traffic shaping
of the flows or for the aggregate maximum bitrate. In order
to avoid clutter and not to obscure the main ideas of our
overall multi-operator management framework, we consider in
this study a single constraint for each operator o. That is, in
place of the constraint vector

−→
Ko we consider a single (scalar)

constraint Ko. The SDN orchestrator combines the scalar con-
straints from the various operators o to form the constraint
vector

K = [K1 K2 · · · KO]. (6)

2) Decision Variables: The Sm-GW s scheduler
uses the operator o specific grant size limits �so to
schedule/assign uplink transmission grants to eNBs
(see Sections IV-B and IV-C). By controlling the vari-
able �so specific to operator o we can control the flow of
traffic outward from the Sm-GW, i.e., towards the respective
operator o. The long-term average traffic flow rates Xso

[bit/s] from the Sm-GWs s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, to the operators
o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O, can be expressed as matrix

X = [Xso], s = 1, 2, . . . , S; o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (7)

The operator o specific uplink transmission bitrates Gso

granted to the Sm-GWs are evaluated at the SDN orchestra-
tor, based on the request matrix R and the constraint vector K.
The orchestrator responds to the request vector

−→
Rs from each

Sm-GW s with a grant vector
−→
Gs. At the SDN orchestrator,

the grant vectors
−→
Gs can be combined to form the orchestrator

grant matrix

G = [Gso], s = 1, 2, . . . , S; o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (8)

G is a positive (non-negative) matrix, since the matrix ele-
ments Gso, Gso ≥ 0, correspond to granted uplink transmis-
sion bitrates.

Our objective is to maximize the traffic flow rates Xso from
the Sm-GWs s to the operators o subject to the operator con-
straints K. In particular, the aggregated traffic sent from the
Sm-GWs s, s = 1, 2, . . . , S, to the operator o core should
satisfy the operator constraint Ko, i.e.,

S∑

s=1

Xso ≤ Ko, ∀o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (9)

Using the grant vector
−→
Gs at Sm-GW s to assign, i.e., to

schedule, uplink traffic grants to the eNBs (see Section IV)
ensures that the traffic flow rates Xso from Sm-GW s to
operator o are bounded by Gso, i.e.,

Xso ≤ Gso, ∀(s, o). (10)

Thus, in order to ensure that the traffic flows Xso satisfy the
operator constraints K, the grants Gso must satisfy the operator
constraints, i.e.,

S∑

s=1

Gso ≤ Ko, ∀o, o = 1, 2, . . . , O. (11)

In order to maximize the traffic flows Xso to each opera-
tor o, the SDN orchestrator needs to grant each Sm-GW s
the maximum permissible uplink transmission bitrate Gso.
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Algorithm 1: SDN Orchestrator Procedure
1. Sm-GWs
(a) Evaluate aggregate smoothed requests Rso from eNB
requests ρson, Eqn. (4)
(b) Periodically send request vector

−→
Rs to SDN

orchestrator
if Grant vector

−→
Gs is received then

Update Sm-GW (to eNBs) grant size limits �so

end
2. Operators
(a) Send constraint Ko to SDN orchestrator
3. SDN Orchestrator
if Request vector

−→
Rs is received OR constraint Ko is

received then
Re-optimize orchestrator (to Sm-GW) grants G
Send grant vector

−→
Gs to Sm-GW s

end

D. SDN Orchestrator Operation

The operational procedures for evaluating the SDN orches-
trator grant matrix G (8) are executed in parallel in the
Sm-GWs, operators, and the SDN orchestrator, as summarized
in Algorithm 1. The Sm-GWs aggregate and smooth the eNB
requests and periodically send the request vector

−→
Rs to the

SDN orchestrator. The SDN orchestrator optimizes the grant
matrix G upon the arrival of a new Sm-GW request vector−→
Rs or a change in an operator constraint Ko. The orchestrator
updates the Sm-GWs with the newly evaluated orchestrator
grant vectors

−→
Gs, which update their grant size limits �so.

Our SDN based multi-operator management framework
allows for a wide variety of resource (uplink transmis-
sion bitrate) allocations from the multiple operators to the
Sm-GWs. In order to illustrate the introduced framework, we
consider next an elementary specific optimization problem
formulation with a linear objective function and a propor-
tional constraint allocation strategy that allocates the uplink
transmission bitrate constraints proportional to the requests.
More complex objective functions and allocation strategies,
e.g., objective functions that prioritize specific grants, are an
interesting direction for future research. We note that this illus-
trative example does not exploit inter-operator sharing, which
is examined in Section V-F.

E. Illustrative Optimization Example With Linear
Objective Function and Request-Proportional
Constraint Allocations

Since the grants Gso are non-negative, an elementary
objective function can linearly sum the grants Gso, i.e., as∑S

s=1
∑O

o=1 Gso. For the constraint allocation, we consider
the aggregate over all Sm-GWs s of the aggregated smoothed
requests Rso for a specific operator o, i.e., we consider the
unit norm of the request vector ‖−→Ro‖1 = ∑S

s=1 Rso. If ‖−→Ro‖1
is less than the operator constraint Ko, then the correspond-
ing grants Gso are set to the requests, i.e., Gso = Rso. On the
other hand, if ‖−→Ro‖1 > Ko, then we proportionally assign

Fig. 9. Traffic rates X11 and X21 from Sm-GWs s = 1 and s = 2 to
operator o = 1 as a function of Sm-GW request rate R for Sm-GW requests
R = [R11 R12; R21 R22] = [2R 50; R 50] Mbps without and with
SDN orchestrator optimization (without inter-operator sharing); fixed operator
uplink transmission bitrate constraints K = [K1 K2] = [100 100] Mbps.

the operator o backhaul bandwidth Ko, i.e., we assign the
proportion Rso/‖−→Ro‖1 of the constraint Ko. Thus,

Gso = min

⎛

⎜⎝Rso,
Rso∥∥∥−→Ro

∥∥∥
1

Ko

⎞

⎟⎠. (12)

The resulting elementary optimization problem can be
summarized as:

Maximize
S∑

s=1

O∑

o=1

Gso

Subject to: ∀s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S} and ∀o ∈ {1, 2, . . . , O},
− Gso ≤ 0,

Gso ≤ Rso,

Gso ≤ Ko
Rso∥∥∥−→Ro

∥∥∥
1

. (13)

F. Inter-Operator Sharing

When the aggregate backhaul bandwidth ‖Ro‖1 requested
from an operator o exceeds its constraint Ko, inter-operator
sharing can be employed to route the additional traffic through
the network managed by another operator. Our proposed
Sm-GW multi-operator management provides a distinctive
advantage in maintaining active connections with multiple
operators to easily route the excess traffic to a sharing operator.
We denote o = m for the operator that accepts the sharing traf-
fic from an other operator o = e whose traffic constraint has
been exceeded. In this study, we focus on one operator accept-
ing sharing traffic and one operation with excess traffic. The
extension to sets of multiple operators accepting sharing traf-
fic and multiple operators with excess traffic is left for future
research. An operator in sharing m should have low incoming
traffic as compared to the contraint Km in order to accept the
traffic from the operator in excess e. Therefore, for the sharing
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Fig. 10. Inter-operator sharing evaluation: Traffic rates Xso from Sm-GWs s, s = 1, 2, to operators o, o = 1, 2, as a function of Sm-GW request rate R
for Sm-GW requests R = [R11 R12; R21 R22] = [R 100 − R; 20 20] Mbps with and without SDN orchestrator optimization; fixed operator uplink
transmission bitrate constraints K = [K1 K2] = [50 50] Mbps.

(o = m) and excess (o = e) operators the requests Rso need
to satisfy,

S∑

s=1

Rsm < Km, and
S∑

s=1

Rse > Ke. (14)

The traffic rate from excess operator e that can be carried
by sharing operator m depends on the unutilized slack uplink
transmission bitrate of operator m:

ζ = Km −
S∑

s=1

Rsm. (15)

If ζ > 0, the last constraint in optimization problem (13) for
the excess operator e is replaced by the constraint

Gse ≤ (Ke + ζ )
Rse∥∥∥−→Re

∥∥∥
1

∀s. (16)

G. Evaluation of Multi-Operator Management

In order to showcase the effectiveness of the SDN based
multi-operator management framework, we conducted simu-
lations for the elementary optimization with linear objective
function and proportional constraint sharing (see Section V-E).
We consider S = 2 Sm-GWs and O = 2 operators. As com-
parison benchmark, we consider a static equal allocation of
operator uplink transmission bitrate Ko to the S Sm-GWs, i.e.,
each Sm-GW s, s = 1, 2, is allocated Ko/S of the operator o
uplink transmission bitrate.

1) Without Inter-Operator Sharing: In Fig. 9 we plot the
Sm-GW s to operator o traffic flow rates Xso resulting from
the optimized SDN orchestrator grants Gso as a function of
the uplink transmission bitrate requested by Sm-GWs s = 1
and s = 2 from operator o = 1. Specifically, Sm-GW s = 1
requests bitrate R11 = 2R and Sm-GW s = 2 requests bitrate
R21 = R from operator o = 1. The bitrate requests from oper-
ator o = 2 are fixed at 50 Mbps. Each operator o, o = 1, 2,
has uplink transmission bitrate constraint Ko = 100 Mbps.

We observe from Fig. 9 that for requests for operator o = 1
bitrate up to R = 25 Mbps, the traffic rates X11 and X21 are
equal to the requests, irrespective of whether SDN orchestrated

optimization is employed or not. In contrast, as the requested
bitrate increases above R = 25 Mbps, i.e., the bitrate R11 = 2R
requested by Sm-GW s = 1 from operator o = 1 increases
above K1/S = 50 Mbps, the granted bitrate G11 with SDN
orchestration and the corresponding traffic flow X11 continue
to increase. On the other hand, the granted bitrate G11 and
traffic flow X11 without SDN orchestration stay limited at the
static equal share X11 = G11 = K1/S = 50 Mbps.

As the requested bitrate R increases above 33.3 Mbps, i.e.,
a total of 3R = 100 Mbps requested from operator o = 1, we
observe from Fig. 9 that without orchestration, the traffic flow
X21 from Sm-GW s = 2 to operator o = 1 grows to and then
remains at the static equal share K1/S = 50 Mbps. That is,
the conventional static uplink transmission bitrate allocation
results in unfair disproportional backhaul service. In contrast,
our dynamic multi-operator management with SDN orches-
trated optimization based on proportional sharing adaptively
assigns the operator o = 1 bitrate to Sm-GWs s = 1 and
s = 2 proportional to their requests.

2) With Inter-Operator Sharing: In Fig. 10, we plot the
Sm-GW s to operator o traffic flow rates Xso as a function of
the uplink transmission bitrate R11 = R requested by Sm-GW
s = 1 from operator o = 1 when inter-operator sharing is
employed. Sm-GW s = 1 requests bitrate R12 = 100−R Mbps
from operator o = 2. Also, Sm-GW s = 2 requests fixed
bitrates R21 = R22 = 20 Mbps from each operator. Each
operator o has a fixed uplink transmission bitrate constraint
of Ko = 50 Mbps. Note that operator o = (m) = 1 has slack
uplink transmission bitrate when R ≤ 30 Mbps and can thus
serve as roaming operator for the excess traffic to operator
e = 2. As R increases and starts to exceed 70 Mbps, the roles
are reversed, so that operator e = 1 can send some of its
excess traffic to roaming operator m = 2.

Focusing initially on the case R = 100 Mbps, i.e., the right
edge of Fig. 10, we observe that without SDN orchestrated
optimization, Sm-GW s = 1 can only transmit at its fixed
static allocation of X11 = K1/S = 25 Mbps to operator o = 1,
even though Sm-GW s = 1 has a traffic load demanding R11 =
R = 100 Mbps. At the same time, Sm-GW s = 2 transmits at
its requested rate X21 = R21 = 20 Mbps < K1/S. Thus, the
operator o = 1 uplink transmission bitrate K1 is underutilized,
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even though Sm-GW s = 1 has more traffic to send, but
cannot due to the inflexible static uplink transmission bitrate
allocations.

With SDN orchestrated optimization with proportional shar-
ing (but without inter-operator sharing), the overloaded uplink
transmission bitrate K1 = 50 Mbps of operator o = 1 is
shared between the two Sm-GWs, allowing Sm-GW s = 1
to transmit X11 = R11/(R11 + R21) = 41.7 Mbps, while Sm-
GW s = 2 transmits X21 = R21/(R11 + R21) = 8.3 Mbps.
However, the uplink transmission bitrate K2 of operator o = 2
is underutilized with only Sm-GW s = 2 transmitting X22 =
20 Mbps.

With inter-operator sharing, the unutilized uplink transmis-
sion bitrate ζ = K2 − X22 = 30 Mbps of operator o = 2, is
used to carry excess traffic from operator o = 1. In particular,
the aggregate of the regular operator o = 1 uplink transmis-
sion bitrate K1 and the uplink transmission bitrate available
to operator o = 1 through traffic sharing to operator o = 2
(ζ = 30 Mbps), i.e., K1+ζ = 80 Mbps is available to operator
o = 1. With proportional sharing, Sm-GW s = 1 can transmit
X11 = (K1 + ζ )R11/(R11 + R21) = 66.7 Mbps, while Sm-GW
s = 2 can correspondingly transmit X21 = 13.3 Mbps, fully
utilizing the backhaul capacities of both operators.

Overall, we observe from Fig. 10 that across the entire range
of traffic loads R from Sm-GW s = 1 for operator o = 1,
our SDN based multi-operator orchestration with sharing is
able to fully utilize the uplink transmission bitrates of both
operators. Note in particular, that depending on the traffic
load, the roles of the two operators (excess or sharing) are
dynamically adapted.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new backhaul architecture by inserting
a novel Smart Gateway (Sm-GW) between the wireless base
stations (eNBs) and the conventional operator gateways, e.g.,
LTE S/P-GWs. The Sm-GW enables flexible support for large
numbers of small cell base stations. In particular, the Sm-GW
adaptively schedules uplink backhaul transmission grants to
the individual eNBs on a fast (typically millisecond) timescale.
In addition, an SDN orchestrator adapts the allocation of
the uplink transmission bitrate of the conventional gateways
of multiple operators to the Sm-GWs on a slow (typically
minutes or hours) time scale. Simulation results have demon-
strated that the scheduling of eNB grants by the Sm-GW can
greatly improve the backhaul service over conventional static
backhaul uplink transmission bitrate allocations. Moreover, the
SDN orchestrator substantially improves the utilization of the
backhaul bandwidth, especially when inter-operator sharing is
permitted.

There are several important directions for future research on
the Sm-GW architecture and small cell backhaul in general.
One direction is to examine a variety of scheduling algorithms
in the context of the Sm-GW. Another direction is to exam-
ine different specific optimization objective functions within
the general SDN orchestrator optimization introduced in this
article. Moreover, it is of interest to investigate QoS strate-
gies for different traffic types, such as data, voice, and video
traffic.
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